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Abstract 
In this paper, we first introduce the concepts of group action on fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of a 
lattice L and listed some properties of them. We define the group action on fuzzy subset of a lattice L 
and introduce the notion of fuzzy sub lattice with threshold of complemented lattices. Also the notion 
of G-invariant fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L and homomorphic image, pre-image of fuzzy sub 
lattice with threshold of L are also studied.  
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Introduction 
The concept of fuzzy sets was first introduced by Zadeh [20] in 1965 and the fuzzy sets have 
been used in the reconsideration of classical mathematics. Recently, yuan [19] introduced the 
concept of fuzzy subgroup with thresholds. A fuzzy subgroups with thresholds λ and μ is 
also called a (λ,μ) –fuzzy subgroups. Yao [16] continued to research (λ,μ)-fuzzy normal 
subgroups, (λ,μ)- fuzzy quotient subgroups and (λ,μ)- fuzzy subrings in [17]. L.A. Zadeh [20] in 
1965 introduced the concept of fuzzy sets to describe vagueness mathematically in its very 
abstractness. The notion of L-fuzzy sets in lattice theory and introduced the concepts of 
fuzzy sub lattices and fuzzy ideals in [15]. In particular N. Ajmal and K.V. Thomas [2-4] 
systematically developed the theory of fuzzy sub lattice. Here we give some basic definitions 
and results related to fuzzy sub lattice which is taken from their work. The concept of group 
actions in various algebraic structures in [9, 13]. Let X be a non-empty set. A mapping µ: X → 
[0, 1] is called a fuzzy subset of X. Rosenfeld [12] applied the concept of fuzzy sets to the 
theory of groups and defined the concept of fuzzy subgroups of a group. Since then, many 
papers concerning various fuzzy algebraic structures have appeared in the literature [1, 5-7, 11, 

18]. In this paper, we first introduce the concepts of fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of a 
lattice L and listed some properties of them. We define the group action on fuzzy subset of a 
lattice L and introduce the notion of fuzzy sub lattice with threshold of complemented 
lattices. Many properties of fuzzy sub lattice with threshold of complemented lattice L and 
G-invariant fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L are studied. The homomorphic image and 
pre-image of fuzzy sub lattice with threshold of L are also established.  
 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we always use L to stand for a lattice. 
 
Definition 2.1 [5]: A nonempty set L together with two binary operations ∨ and ∧ on L is 
called a lattice if it satisfies the following identities: L1: (a) x ∨ y ≈ y ∨ x (b) x ∧ y ≈ y ∧ x, 
L2: (a) x ∨ ( y ∨ z) ≈ (x ∨ y) ∨ z (b) x ∧ ( y ∧ z) ≈ (x ∧ y) ∧ z, L3: (a) x ∨ x ≈ x (b) x ∧ x ≈ x, 
L4: (a) x ≈ x ∨ (x ∧ y) (b) x ≈ x ∧ (x ∨ y). The operation ∧ is called meet and the operation ∨ 
is called join. Let L be the set of propositions and let ∨ denote the connective ``or" and ∧ 
denote the connective ``and". Then, L1 to L4 are well-known properties from propositional 
logic
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Definition 2.2 [2]: A poset L is a lattice if and only if for every 
a,b in L both sup{a,b} and in{a,b} exist in L. One can show 
that the both definitions of a lattice are equivalent. If L is a 
lattice by the first condition, then define ≤ on L by a ≤ b if and 
only if a = a ∧ b, and so b = a ∨ b.If L is a lattice by the 
second condition, then define the operations ∧ and ∨ by a ∨ b 
= sup{a,b} anda ∧ b = inf{a,b}. 
Throughout this paper L = 〈L,∨,∧〉 denotes a lattice and 
〈[0,1],∨,∧〉 is a complete lattice, where [0,1] is the set of real’s 
between 0 and 1 and x ∨ y = max{x, y}, x ∧ y = min{x, y}. 
An action of G on X is a map G×X → X denoted by (g,x) ├ 
(gh)x for all x ϵ X and g,h ϵ G. Throughout these notes, G 
denotes a group and X, Y denote sets. We use symbols g,g1, 
g1 …… to denote elements of G. Similar x,x1,x1 ….. to denote 
element of X and y,y1,y1,….to denote elements of Y. 
 
Definition 2.3: A fuzzy subset A of a lattice L is said to be 
fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L if, for all x,y ε L(FSL1) 
A(x∧ y) ∨ α≥ (A(x) ∧A (y)) ∧βand (FSL2) A (x∨ y) ∨α≥(A(x) 
∧A (y)) ∧ βor some time the above definition is recalled as A( 
x ∧ y)∧ A (x ∨ y) ∨ α≥ (A(x) ∧A (y)) ∧ βfor all x,y ε L and α, 
β ε[0,1] ans α≤ β. Let L be a lattice and χiis a characteristic 
function of a subset I of L. Then χi is a fuzzy lattice if and 
only if I is sub lattice. 
 
Example: Suppose L is the following Boolean algebra we 
define fuzzy subsets A of L as follows 
 

 
 
A(1) = 0, A(x) = 0, A(y) = 1/3, A(0) = 1.Therefore A is fuzzy 
sub lattice of L 
Let L be the lattice and G a finite group which acts in L (that 
is for all g ε G, x ε L, x g= gxg-1. The identity of G is denoted 
by e. 
 
Definition 2.4: A group action of G on a fuzzy set A of a 
lattice L is denoted by Ag and it is defined by Ag (x) = A (xg), 
g ϵG. From the definition of group action G on a fuzzy set, 
following results are easy to verify. 
 
Lemma 2.1: Let A and B be two fuzzy sets of L and G a 
finite group which acts on L. Then 
(i) If A is subset of B, then Ag is also subset of Bg, for all gε 

G. 
(ii) (AUB)g= AgU Bg; 
(iii) (A∩B)g = Ag ∩ Bg; 
(iv) (A×B)g = Ag × Bg; 
(v) A(g1)g2 = Ag1g2;for all g1, g2 ε G. 
(vi) (Ag)g-1 = Ae = A, for all g ε G. 
 
Lemma 2.2: Let G be a finite group which acts on al lattice L. 
Then for every x,y εL, g ε G, we have  
(i) (x∨y)g= xg∨yg 
(ii) (x∧y)g= xg∧yg 
Proof; (i) since (x∨y)g = g (x∨y)g-1 

= (gxg-1) ∨(gyg-1)= xg∨yg. 
(ii) (x∧y)g= g (x∧y )g-1 = (gxg-1) ∧(gyg-1) = xg∧yg. 

3. Homomorphism of G-invariant Fuzzy Sub lattice with 
thresh hold 
In this section, we study the image and pre-image of fuzzy 
sub lattice with thresh hold under the lattice homomorphism’s. 
 
Definition 3.1 [13]: Let A be fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold 
of a lattice L and G be a finite group which acts on L. Then A 
is said to be G-invariant fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of 
L if and only if Ag(x) = A(xg) ≥ A(x) for all x ϵ L and g ϵ G. 
 
Lemma 3.1: Let f : L1→ L2 be two lattices and let A be fuzzy 
sub lattice with thresh hold of L1 and G a finite group which 
acts on L1 and L2. Let f: L1→ L2 be a mapping defined by 
f(xg) = (f(x))g, for all x ε L, g ε G. Then f is lattice 
homomorphism. We call the mapf as G-lattice 
homomorphism. 
Proof: Let x,yε L,gε G. Then we have  
f(xg∨yg) = (f(x ∨ y ))g= (f(x) ∨ f(y))g= (f(x))g∨(f(y))g= f(xg)∨ 
f(yg) 
f(xg∧yg)= (f(x ∧ y ))g= (f(x) ∧ f(y))g= (f(x))g∧(f(y))g= f(xg) 
∧f(yg). 
Hence f is G-lattice homorphism.  
 
Theorem 3.1: Let A be a fuzzy subset of L and G a finite 
group which acts on L. Then the following are equivalent; 
(i) Ag is a fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L; 
(ii) Ag is a sub lattice of L for any p ε [α, β] where Ag

P≠Φ. 
Proof; “(i) implies (ii)” 
Let A be a fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L and G a 
finite group which acts on L. 
For anypε[α, β], such that Ap

g≠ Φ. 
We need to show that xg∧ygε Ap

g and xg∨yg ε Ap
g for all xg,yg 

εAp
g. 

From xg ε Ap
g, we know that Ag(x) = A(xg) ≥ p. And similarly 

we obtain that A(yg) ≥ p. Thus 
Ag(x ∧y) ∨α= A(x ∧ y)g∨α = A(xg∧yg ) ∨ α≥ A((xg) ∧ A(yg)) 
∧β≥ (Ag(x)∧Ag(x) ) ∧β ≥ p. we also know thatα ≤ p. Then we 
conclude that Ag(x∧ y) ≥p. so xg∧ygεAp

g. 
Simliarly, we can be proved xg∨ygε Ap

g. 
“(ii) implies (i)” 
Conversly, Let Ap

gbe a sub lattice of L. If there existsxo,yo ε 
Lsuch that Ag(xo∧yo) ∨α< p = Ag(xo)∧ Ag(yo) ∧ β < A(xo

g) ∧ 
A(yo

g) ∧ β, then p ε [α, β ]. A(xo
g) ∧ A(yo

g) ≥ p so xo
gε Ap

g and 
yo

g εAp
g 

But Ag(xo∧yo ) < p, that is xo
g∧yo

gdoes not belong toAp
g. This 

is a contradiction with thatAp
gis a sub lattice of L. Thus Ag(x 

∧y )∨ α≥ A((xg) ∧ A(yg)) ∧βholds for xg, ygε L. Similarly we 
can prove Ag( x∨ y ) ∨ α≥ A((xg)∧A(yg))∧ β.  
 
Theorem 3.2: A fuzzy subset A of alattice L, then the 
following are equivalent 
For any xg, ygL (i) Ag(x∧y) ∨ α≥ ( Ag(x)∨ Ag(y)) ∧β(ii) xg 
≤ygimpliesAg(x) ∨α≥ Ag(y)∧ β. 
Proof: “(i) implies (ii)” 
If xg ≤ yg, then xg∧yg = xg. ThusAg(x) ∨ α = Ag(x ∧ y) ∨ 
α≥Ag(x) ∨Ag(y) ∧β ≥ Ag(y) ∧β.“(ii) implies (i)” 
From xg∧yg ≤ α, we know that Ag(x ∧y )∨α≥ Ag(x) ∧β and 
from xg∧yg ≤ y. 
We conclude that Ag(x ∧ y) ∨α≥ Ag(y) ∧β. Thus Ag(x∧y) ∨α≥ 
(Ag(x) ∧β)∨(Ag(y) ∧β ) = (Ag(x) ∨Ag(y) ) ∧ β. 
 
Definition 3.2: A fuzzy subset A of a lattice L is said to be 
fuzzy ideal with thresh hold of L if, for all x,y ε L(FIL1) A(x∧ 
y) ∨ α≥ (A(x) ∧A (y))∧ βand (FIL2) A (x∨ y)∨ α≥(A(x) ∨A 
(y)) ∧β. 
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Theorem 3.3: Let A be a fuzzy sub latticeof L and G a finite 
group which acts on L. Then the following are equivalent; 
(i) Ag is a fuzzy ideal with thresh hold of L; 
(ii) Ag isfuzzy ideal of L for any p ε [α, β] where Ap

g≠ Φ. 
Proof: “(i)implies (ii)” 
Let A be a fuzzy ideal with thresh hold of L and G a finite 
group which acts on L. 
For anypε[α, β], such that Ap

g≠ Φ. 
We need to show that xg∧ygε Ap

gfor all xg, εAp
g.ygε L. 

From Ag(x) = A(xg) ≥ p. we obtain thatAg(x ∧y) ∨α= A(x ∧ 
y)g∨α = A(xg∧yg ) ∨ α≥ A((xg) ∧ A(yg)) ∧β≥ (Ag(x)∧Ag(x) )∧ 
β. Then we conclude that Ag(x ∧ y) ≥p since α < p.so 
xg∧ygεAp

g.  
“(ii) implies (i)” Conversly, Let Ap

gbe a ideal of L for all pε 
[α, β ],where Apg ≠ Φ.. If there existsxg

o,yg
o ε Lsuch that 

Ag(xo∧yo) ∨α< p = (Ag(xo)∧ Ag(yo)) ∧ β ≥ p then p ε [α,β]. 
Ag(xo) ∨ Ag(yo) ≥ p, so xg

o ε Ap
g. oryg

oεAp
g. But Ag(xo∧yo ) < p, 

that is xg
o∧yg

oεAp
g.This is a contradiction with that Ap

gis a 
ideal of L. Thus A(xg∧yg ) ∨ α≥ (Ag(x) ∨ Ag(y)) ∧βholds for 
xg, ygε L. The proof is ended. 
 
Theorem 3.4: Let f: L1→ L2 be a lattice homomorphism and 
let A be fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L1 and G a finite 
group which acts on L. Then f(Ag) is a fuzzy sub lattice with 
thresh hold of L2, where  
f(Ag) (y) = sup{ Ag(x) / f(x) = y }, for all gεG. x ε L 
Proof: 
If f-1(y) = ф or f-1(y) =ф for any y1,y2 ε L2, then f(Ag)(y1∨y2 ) 
∨ α≥ (f(Ag)(y1)∧f(Ag) (y2)) ∧β. 
Suppose that f-1(y) ≠ ф or f-1(y) ≠ ф for any y1

g,y2
g ε L2, 

Then (f(Ag)(y1∨y2 )∨α= sup{ Ag(t) / f(t) = y1
g∨y2

g }∨α  
t ε L 
= sup {Ag(t) ∨ α/ f(t) = y1

g∨y2
g }∨α t ε L 

≥ sup{ Ag(x1g ∨ x2g) / f(x1g) = y1
g,f(x2g) = y2

g }∨αx1
g,x2

gε 
L 
= sup { Ag(x1

g) ∧Ag( x2
g) ∧ β/ f(x1

g) = y1
g,f(x2

g) = y2
g 

}∨αx1
g,x2

gε L 
= sup {Ag(x1

g)/ f(x1
g) = y1

g} ∧sup {Ag(x2
g)/ f(x2

g) = y1
g} ∧β 

xgε L1      xgε L1 
=(f(Ag)(y1)∧f(Ag(y2)))∧ β.Similarly, we have (f(Ag)(y1∧y2) ∨ 
α≥ (f(Ag)(y1)∧f(Ag(y2)) ∧β. So f(Ag) is fuzzy sub lattice with 
thresh hold of L2. 
 
Theorem 3.5:Let f : L1→ L2 be a surjective homomorphism 
and let A be fuzzy ideal with thresh hold of L1 and G a finite 
group which acts on L. Then f(Ag) is a fuzzy ideal with thresh 
hold of L2. 
Proof: For any y1

g, y2
g ε L2,f-1(y1) and f-1(y2) are non empty. 

We have  
Then (f(Ag)(y1∧y2 ) ∨α= sup {Ag(t) / f(t) = y1

g∧ y2
g } ∨ α. 

t ε L 
=sup{Ag (t) ∨α/f(t) = y1

g∧ y2
g} ∨α. 

      t ε L 
≥ sup{Ag(x1

g∨ x2
g) / f(x1

g) = 
y1

g,f(x2
g) = y2

g} ∨α x1
g,x2

gε L 
= sup {(Ag(x1

g)∨Ag(x2
g))∧β/f(x1

g) = y1
g,f(x2

g) = y2
g}x1

g,x2
gε L 

= sup {Ag(x1
g)/ f(x1

g) = y1
g}∨sup {Ag(x2g)/ f(x2g) = y1

g} ∧β 
xgε L1     xgε L1 
= (f(Ag)(y1)∨f(Ag(y2)))∧β.  
 
Theorem 3.6: Let f: L1→ L2 be lattice homomorphism and let 
Bbe a fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L2 and G a finite 
group which acts on L. Then f-1(Bg) is a fuzzy sub lattice with 
thresh hold of L1, wheref-1(Bg)(x) = B(f(x)g) = B(f(xg)), for all 
x ε L1. 

Proof: For any x1
g, x2

gεL. 
f-1(Bg)(x1∨x2) ∨α= B (f(x1∧x2)g) ∨ α  

= B( f(x1)g∧f(x2)g) ∨ α(since f is lattice 
homomorphism) 

≥ (B(f(x1)g)∨(Bg (f(x2)g) ∧ β 
= (f-1(Bg)(x1)∧f-1( Bg)(x2)) ∧β 

 
Similarly, we have  
f-1(Bg)(x1∧x2) ∨α≥ ( f-1(Bg)(x1)) ∧f-1( Bg)(x2))) ∧β, so f-1(B) is 
a fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L1. 
 
Theorem 3.7:Let f: L1→ L2 be a lattice homomorphism and 
let B be fuzzy ideal with thresh hold of L2 and G a finite 
group which acts on L. Then f-1(B) is a fuzzy ideal with thresh 
hold of L1. 
Proof: For any x1

g, x2
gε L1. 

f-1(Bg)(x1∧x2)∨ α = B (f(x1∧x2)g) ∨ α  
= B(f(x1)g∧f(x2)g)∨α 
≥ (B(f(x1)g) ∨B (f(x2)g) ∧β(since f is 

lattice homomorphism) 
= (f-1(Bg)(x1))∨f-1( Bg)(x2))) ∧β. so f-1(B) 

is a fuzzy ideal of L1. 
 
4. Fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of Complemented 
Lattices 
Let L be a lattice with greatest element 1 and the least element 
0. Let xϵ L. By a complement of x in L is meant an element y 
in L such that x∧ y =0 and x ∨ y =1. 
 
Definition 4.1 [4]: A lattice L with the greatest element 1 and 
the least element 0 is called complemented if all its element 
have unique complements. 
 
Definition 4.2: A fuzzy subset A of a complemented lattice L 
is said to be fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L if, for all 
x,y ε L (FSCL1)A(x∧ y) ∨ α≥ (A(x) ∧A (y)) ∧βand (FSCL2) 
A (x∨ y) ∨α≥(A(x) ∧A (y)) ∧βand A (c1) ∨ α≥ A(c) ∧β where 
c1 is the complement of c. 
 
Theorem 4.1: Let A be a fuzzy sub latticeofa complemented 
lattice L and g a finite group which acts on L. Then the 
following are equivalent; 
(i) Ag is a fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L; 
(ii) Ag is a sub lattice of L for any p ε [α, β] where Ap

g ≠ Φ. 
 
Proposition 4.1: If A be a fuzzy sub lattice of a comple-
mented lattice L and G a finite group which acts on L, then 
Ag(0) ∨α≥Ag(x) ∧βandAg(1) ∨α≥Ag(x)∧ βfor xL. 
Proof: For xε L and let x1 be the complement of x. Then Ag(1) 
∨α= Ag(x ∨x1) ∨α= (Ag(x ∨ x1) ∨ α ) ∨ α≥ ((Ag(x) ∧Ag(x1))β) 
∨α= (Ag(x) ∨α) ∧(Ag(x1) ∨α)(β ∨α) ≥Ag(x)(Ag(x)∧ β) ∧β= 
Ag(x) ∧ β. Again, Ag(0) ∨α= (Ag(x ∧ x1) ∨ α ) ∨ α≥ 
((Ag(x)∧Ag(x1)) ∧β) ∨ α= (Ag(x) ∨α) ∧ (Ag(x1) ∨α) ∧ (β∨α) ≥ 
Ag(x) ∧(Ag(x) ∧β) ∧β= Ag(x) ∧β. 
 
Proposition 4.2: If A be a fuzzy sub lattice of a 
complemented lattice L and G a finite group which acts on L. 
Suppose that Ag(0) ≠Ag(1), then either Ag(0)∨Ag(1)≤αholds 
on Ag(0) ∧ Ag(1) ≥ β holds. 
Proof: Suppose Ag (0) <Ag(1), If Ag(0) ∨Ag(1)> α and Ag(0) 
∧Ag(1)< β. 
Four cases are possible. 
Case (i) : If Ag(0)> α and Ag(0)< β, then Ag(0) ∨ α= 
Ag(0)<Ag(1). Note that Ag(0) < β, we obtain that Ag(0) < 
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Ag(1) ∧β.that is Ag(0) ∨ α< Ag(1) ∧β. This is a contradiction 
with the previous proposition. 
Case(ii): : If Ag(0)> α and Ag(1)< β, then Ag(0) ∨ α= 
Ag(0)<Ag(1) = Ag(1) ∧ β. This is a contradiction with the 
previous proposition. 
Case(iii): : If Ag(1)> α and Ag(0)< β, then from Ag(0)< β and 
Ag(0)<Ag(1). we obtain that Ag(0) < Ag(1) ∧β. From α<Ag(1) 
and α< β.we conclude that α < Ag(1) ∧ β.So Ag(0) ∨ α< Ag(1) 
∧ β.This is a contradiction with the previous proposition. 
Caes(iv): : If Ag(1)> α and Ag(1)< β, then from Ag(0)< 
Ag(1)andα < Ag(1).we obtain that Ag(0) ∨α< Ag(1) = Ag(1) 
∧β. This is a contradiction with the proposition 4.1.If Ag(1) < 
Ag(0), we can prove the results dually. 
 
Definition 4.3: A fuzzy subset A of a complemented lattice L 
is said to be fuzzy ideal with thresh hold of L if, for all x,yε L 
(FSCI1)A(x ∧y) ∨ α≥ (A(x) ∧A (y)) ∧βand (FSCI2) A (x∨ y) 
∨α≥ ( A(x) ∨A (y) )∧βand (FSCI3) A (c1) ∨α≥ A(c) ∧ β where 
c1 is the complement of c. 
 
Theorem 4.2: Let A be a fuzzy subset of L and G a finite 
group which acts on a complemented lattice L. Then the 
following are equivalent; 
(i) Ag is a fuzzy ideal with thresh hold of L; 
(ii) Ag is a sub lattice of L for any p ε [α, β] where Ap

g≠ Φ. 
 
Theorem 4.3: Let f: L1→ L2 be a surjective homomorphism 
where L1 and L2are complemented lattices and let A be fuzzy 
sub lattice with thresh hold of L1 and G a finite group which 
acts on L. Then f(Ag) is a fuzzyideal with thresh hold of L2. 
 
Theorem 4.4: :Let f: L1→ L2 be lattice homomorphism where 
L1 and L2are complemented lattices and let Bbe a fuzzy sub 
lattice with thresh hold of L2 and G a finite groupwhich acts 
on L. Then f-1(Bg) is a fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L1, 
where f-1(Bg)(x) = B(f(x)), for allx ϵG. 
 
Theorem 4.5: Let L be a complemented lattice on which G 
acts on L and let f be a G- lattice homomorphism from L into 
L′. If B be a G-invariant fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of 
L′, then f−1(B) is a G-invariant fuzzy sub lattice with thresh 
hold of L. 
Proof: Since B is G-invariant fuzzy sub lattice with thresh 
hold of L1.Therefore, B g = B, for all g ∈ G. Now,( f-1(B))g∨ 
α= f(Bg) ∨ α≥f(B) ∧ β, for all g εG.Therefore,f-1(B)is G-
invariant fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L. 
 
Theorem 4.6: Let L be a complemented lattice on which G 
acts on L and let f be a bijective G-lattice homomorphism 
from L into L′. If A is a G-invariant fuzzy sub lattice of L, 
then f (A) is a G-invariant fuzzy sub lattice of L′. 
Proof: Since A is G-invariant fuzzy sub lattice with thresh 
hold of L1.Therefore, Ag = A, for all g∈G Now, (f(A))g∨α= 
f(Ag) ∨α≥f(A) ∧β, for all g εG. Therefore, f(A)is G-invariant 
fuzzy sub lattice with thresh hold of L. 
 
Conclusion: In this paper, we define the group action on 
fuzzy sub lattice lattices and introduce the notion fuzzy sub 
lattice and fuzzy ideals with thresh hold of complemented 
lattices. We also study the concept of G-invariant sub lattice 
of L. The homomorphic image and pre-image of fuzzy sub 
lattice with thresh hold of L also established. A number of 
associated results will be obtained. One can obtain the results 
in the field of bipolar fuzzy structures and soft substructures. 
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